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1960 Pictorials (1). An examination of the plate number combinations found on the 2d and 3d values:
raises an interesting point. One would have thought that, with the type of printing involved (multi
colour photogravure in reel-fed presses) a new plate would be brought into use only when the previous
one was being discarded for one reason or another. Apparently this was not the case, and sometimes
superseded plates were brought back into use for later printings.

Taking the 3d as an example, it should first be explained that in the four-figure combinations quoted,
the first figure denotes the yellow plate, the second the brown, the third the green, and ttle fourth the
blue. Now among the 3d plate numbers we find, for instance 2237 and 3335, so it follows from the
former that the blue plate numbered 7 was in use with the yellow and brown plates numbered 2. Yet
3335 proves that the yellow and brown plates 3 were used in combination with blue plate 5. Extending
the thought a little further, we know that all the chalky paper printings were made from 3337, yet
there is another plate combination 3347 (on the original paper). If this is not evidence of recourse to
the use of an old plate - in this instan~e the green plate 3 - the only other possible explanation would
be that some printings on original paper were made after those on chalky paper. At best unlikely, I
think.

1960 Pictorials (2). Volume 6 of the N.Z. Handbook states quite categorically that all values 9d - £1
were printed by Harrison and Sons in sheet-fed presses. The evidence provided by the perforations
(or the absence of same) in the selvedges of the issued sheets seems to support this statement.

On the other hand, the existence in the 1/- and 2/6d of varieties "printed on reel-join" cast serious
doubts as to whether the contention is true. As we understand it, reel-joins are an intrinsic and
necessary part of the web-fed printing process, a join being deliberately made every time a reel of
paper is exhausted and a new one required, thus facilitating continuous operation of the press, by
avoiding the need to "re-thread" the paper through the maze of rollers in the machine. That they are
rarely found in issued sheets is simply due to the efficiency of the printers' checking department.

In other words, a reel-join is not at all akin to patching-in, mixed perfs and the like, all of which were
tortuous devices to preserve sheets which would otherwise have had to be destroyed. Sheets containing
reel-joins are intended to be extracted· after printing but before issue.



So the question is an obvious one. How do reel-joins possibly occur in sheet-printed stamps? The
answer, I suggest is that they don't, and that at least some printings of these values must have been
made on the web. So what about the evidence of the perforations. Well evidently Harrison's at about
that time (the early 1960's) hadin use a reel-fed press which did not incorporate a perforating
process. Early printings of the 2%d were made on this machine, and the perforating was done only
after the stamps had been cut into double sheets, thus giving the appearance of sheet-fed printing.

1970 - 75 PICTORIALS

A first selection from a quite breathtaking collection - one of the very best in existence of this
issue. This initial listing concentrates on the missing colours. Several of the major errors offered
below have not been seen by us before, and of others we have seen only the odd example or two.
Except where otherwise indicated, condition is superb unmounted mint. In most cases only one of
each item offered is available, so wherever possible please give alternatives in order of preference.

501(a) lc Red Admiral. Single copy on .unwmk'd paper (white gum) with Blue Colour
Omitted (P2cYI. This is much scarcer than the same variety on blue gum paper,
only 30 copies being recorded .

(b) As above. Horizontal strip of 3, comprising normal, partial blue omission and total
blue omission, in that order. From the same sheet as the previous offer - only ten
such strips could exist .

(c) As above. Single copy from vending machine roll, finest commercially used. Seven
copies only are recorded thus .

502 2c Tussock Butterfly. Marginal example on unwmk'd paper (blue gum) with Black
Colour Omitted (P3bVI. resulting in a strangely incomplete butterfly, and a stamp
without the country's name. Magnificent error! .. ; .

503 2%c Magpie Moth. A missing-colour-with-a-big-difference, for this is the variety
"Uncoloured 4c Provisional Surcharge" (P4aZ). Intended to be issued as a 4c stamp,
but the albino impression of the surcharge left the face value unaltered. Being
Letterpress (Harrisonl. the colourless surcharge impression is clearly visible as an
embossing effect on the back of the stamp. Supplied with a normal 2%c and a
normal Harrison Letterpress 4cl2%c to make an extra-attractive set ..

504(a) 4c Puriri Moth, Wmk'd. Contrasting with the issues on unwmk'd paper, missing
colours on the wmk'd 4c stamp are extremely rare. In wmk'd sheets and wmk'd
booklets, they are confined to bright green (wing veins) omissions, and in both cases
this variety is infinitely scarcer than it is on unwmk'd issues. Of sheet stamps -
with upright wmk - just a few copies are known, all used, and the example here
offered is a particularly fine one (with c.d.s.1. lifted and hinged to original small
piece. The rarity (P6aX) .

(b) As above. Fine commercially used copy with the other scarce "Missing Veins"
error, from booklet, with wmk sideways (P6bZ) .

505(a) 4c Puriri Moth, Unwmk'd. As indicated above, colour omissions here are relatively
profuse, in that examples are known lacking one or other of all five colours
employed. However, only the "Missing Veins" is at all commonly met with, and
even in this case, some forms are of considerable scarcity. The following compre
hensive list includes some delightful pieces:
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(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

Mint copy with white gum - the "basic" version of Missing Veins (P6cZ) ..
Imprint/plate block of 10 (again white gum), with veins and bright green
plate number 1A totally omitted .
Sheet value block of 10 with veins om itted, and bright green 'traffic light'
missing from colour code marking .
Mint copy with blue gum - rather less common than the white gum variety
Sheet value block of 10 (blue gum) - wing veins omitted on all stamps,
but (since the block is from plate lA), there is no colour code'marking in
the selvedge .
Complete booklet pane of 6 (blue gum) with veins omitted. Much scarcer
than the sheet variety, and readily identifiable - even in single stamp form
- since the mesh of the paper, uniquely in booklet stamps is horizontal to
the design. The rare pane (Wl0bWc) ..
Counter coil wrapper, with pair of veins omitted stamps attached. Unusual
and desirable ..
Counter coil pair (blue gum), one stamp normal, one stamp with veins
totally omitted (PC6bX). The only example we can recall handling. Superb
variety! .
:Set of five sheet stamps, all finest used, ranging from normal, through
varying degrees of partial omission, to total omission. A lovely variety set
for the collector who prefers his stamps used ..
Last but not least, a 4c Missing Veins used on genuinely commercial cover.
As 4c was the everyday postage rate of the period, many of these varieties
must have been used on ordinary commercial mail, but few appear to have
survived .

£4.00

£50.00

£50.00
£5.00

£45.00
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£22.50

£32.50

£8.50

£9.00

£120.00

(b) As above. White gum copy with Light Green Omitted (P6cYj, affecting wings, leaf, etc £125.00

(c) As above. The incredibly dramatic Purple-Brown Omitted (P6cX). Not the rarest of
the 4c errors, but unquestionably the most spectacular ..

506

507

(d) As above. The same variety, but in block of 4 - a brilliant showpiece ..

(e) As above. Blue gum copy with Blue Omitted (P6cW). Another really major error .....

(f) As above. Marginal example (blue gum) with Yellow Totally Omitted (P6cV).
Complete yellow omissions are the rarest of the missing colours in the unwmk'd
group .

(g) As above. Another marginal copy showing the same error. This one has white gum,
and is the only one we have seen thus .

(h) As above. Top marginal block of 6 (3 x 2), the central stamp in the top row having
the yellow colour partly omitted. This was a semi-constant variety, occurring on a
small number of sheets with blue gum. Eye-catching and attractive ..

4c Complete Set of all five missing colours - bright green, light green, purple-brown
blue and yellow. A glorious quintet, available only once, all-in price ..

7c Leather Jacket. Horizontal strip of 4 on no wmk white gum paper with selvedge
at right, the marginal stamp showing the black colour totally omitted from the
smaller fish, and about 80% omitted from the larger fish. Two sheets were issued, so
twenty such strips could possibly exist (complete black omissions are recorded, but
we have never seen an example). A striking variety ..
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508 8c John Dory. Blue-green (the entire background colour) Totally Omitted (P11bX).
One of the most spectacular errors of all - just look at a normal 8c, and imagine it
without the main colour! Marginal copy ..

509(a) 10c Coat of Arms, No Wmk, Blue Gum. Red Omitted (P12bZ). A small omission
(affecting hair ribbon). but attractive ..

(b) As above. Deep Blue Omitted (P12bX). At the other end of the scale from the No
Red, this is a really magnificent error - no Queen's head, no value, no border-lines.

(!=) As above. Silver Omitted (P12bW). Another quite remarkable error - the coat-of·
arms-less Coat of Arms stamp! Marginal example .

(d) As above. Marginal copy with Light Blue Omitted (P12bV). First time seen by us,
not surprisingly, for it is very rare. Barely perceptible hinge ..

(e) As above. Vertical strip of 4 with light blue normal on top stamp, slightly weak on
second stamp, trace only on third, and totally omitted on fourth. A marvellous
strip (twice hinged, but total omission perfect unmounted) .

£200.00

£22.50

£125.00

£97.50

£195.00

£245.00

Note: The above two "missing light blue" items are from the only recorded sheet with this variety.
In this sheet, the bottom two rows showed complete omission, the next row a trace of light blue,
and the next row a slight weakening. So only ten of each item could possibly exist.

510 10c Complete Set of Missing Colours. One copy each with missing red, deep blue,
silver and light blue. An exhibition page if ever there was one. The set of four major
errors .

511 18c Maori Club. Unwmk'd copy with Black Omitted (P14bX). Yet another out-
standing variety .

512 20c Maori Tattoo. Marginal strip of 3, comprising one stamp with Black Totally
Omitted (P15bZI. one partial omission and one normal. It's perhaps invidious to
label any of such superb material as "pick of the month", but this one must be in
the running. A wonderful piece - only ten could exist ..

513(a) 50c Tasman Park. Light Green (headland on right) Omitted. The scarce error from
the second printing (P19aZ( 1)). clearly identifiable by the pinkish·buff foreshore

(b) As above. Fine used copy with the same error. Must be very rare in used, so a
bargain at .

(c) As above. Same error again, but the less-scarce version from the third printing, with
yellow-buff foreshore (P19aZ(2)). An inexpensive missing colour .

(d) As above. Commercially used example .

(e) As above. Dark Green (headland on left) Omitted (P19aV). Marginal copy of a rare
variety ..

514(a) 4c/2'hc Magpie Moth. Marginal strip of three (photogravure surcharge) with Red
Largely Omitted from right hand stamp (P30aY) .

£410.00
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(b) As above. Fine commercially used copy showing similar variety - in this case the
red (face value, etc) is totally omitted from the right half of the stamp .

(c) As above. Another example, used on commercial cover ..

(d) As above. Finally, a copy (used on cover) with the red colour completely omitted.
Of the utmost rarity - only one other used copy (a'colour photograph of which is
included) and 10 mint are reported to exist .

£18.50

£20.00

£82.50

515 8c Postafix. Example with white gum (itself elusive) with variety Wing Veins Omitted
(P32aZ). Unlike the variety on ordinary sheet stamps, the 'no veins' on Postafix
issues is exceedingly rare, and this is the only copy we have seen £95.00

5111 BARGAIN OF THE~,Y~D~,CENTURY!!
Only two instances of inverted colours have ever been recorded in N.Z. stamps. One
of these - the 4d Lake Taupo of 1903 - in late 1980 sold in France for about
£11,000. We can now offer an unmounted mint copy of the other - the 4c Moth
with Wing Veins Inverted - at a mere 1% of this price. Catalogued by ourselves at
$ 500, but by S.G. at £300, the rare error at the never·to-be-repeated price of £110.00

"No VR" LIFE INSURANCE

All of the following unusual offers are superb unmounted mint

517(a) Y2d Green. Marginal block of 4 on Wiggins Teape Reg'd Wmk paper (X7d, S.G.L36a)

(b) As above. Corner block of 4 on Wiggins Teape Mult. Wmk paper (X7e, S.G. L37) ...

518(a) 1d Red. Corner block of 4 on Cowan paper, pert. 14 (X8e, S.G. L33) .

(b) As above. Marginal block of 4 on Wiggins Teape Reg'd Wmk paper (X8f, S.G. L36b)

(c) As above. Corner block of 4 (with sheet serial no. ) on Wiggins Teape Mult. Wmk
paper (X8g, S.G. L38) ; .

£2.00

£3.00

£20.00

£7.00

£4,00

521(a) 3d Chocolate. Marginal block of 4 on Cowan paper, perf. 14 (X 11 b, S.G. L35) .......

5H

520

1Y:zd Orange-Brown. Corner block of 4 ..

2d Yellow. Marginal block of 4 on Wiggins Teape paper, mult. wmk(X10e, S.G.L39)

(b) As above. Marginal block of 4 on Wiggins Teape Mult. Wmk paper (X llc, S.G.L40)
in the s'carce pale chocolate shade ..

£4.50

£8.00

£30.00

£30.00

522(a) 6d Pink. Corner block of 4 on Wiggins Teape Reg'd Wmk paper (X 12c, S.G. L36c)

(b) As above. Corner block of 4 on Wiggins Teape Mult. Wmk paper (X12d, S.G.L41) '"

£30.00

£17.50

523 1935 AIR MAIL

Brilliant mint unhinged marginal block of the 6d 'Bell Block' in the rare bright
aniline shade. Superb! Now Cat. $ 60 per stamp . £100.00



524 1936 CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

Complete set of 24 corner blocks of 4 showing the plate numbers in all four positions
in which they occurred. The 6d block from the bottom left pane includes the good
R7/2 re-entry. Min. Cat. $ 375, offered at, the complete set, finest mint £135.00

SECOND PICTORIAL 9d OFFICIAL

525(a) Second Pictorial 9d Official, Black Overprint (L011e). A scarce stamp, especially in
perfect unmounted mint marginal block of 4, as here ..

(b) As above. Corner selvedge copy, again superb unhinged .

KING GEORGE VI SPECIALISED, CONT'D

526 1/- Reference Set. Mint set of 3, including Centre Die 1, upright and sideways wmk
(M13a and bl, centre die 2, upright wmk (M13c). An inexpensive reference set .......

527(a) 1/- Centre Die 1, Wmk Upright (M13a). Three fine shades of the claret frame, all mint

(b) As above. Two lovely shades, mint blocks of 4 .

(c) As above. Plate 1-1 block of 4, mint, with R15/2 frame flaw ..

(d) As above. Seven mint plate blocks (all numbered 1-1, of course) - the first is R15/2
without frame flaw; the other six all have R15/2 flaw, and all show different states
of centre and frame plate flaws, on all four stamps (R15/1, 15/2, 16/1, 16/2). Full
description provided. A marvellous set ..

(e) As above. Unmounted mint block of 18 (6 x 3) including the R10/6 centre plate
flaw - easily seen with the naked-eye ..

(f) As above. Vertical column of 8, with all selvedges, showing near normal centre/
frame registration at the bottom, progressing to centre widely misplaced upwards
in the top stamp. One horizontal row of perfs has been split, and repaired, and one
minute tone spot in selvedge, but an attractive piece ..

(g) As above. Counter coil pair, one stamp upright wmk, the other sideways wmk
(MC2nZ), mint .

528(a) 1/- Wmk Sideways (M13b). Four superb shades of the claret frame, mint .

(b) As above. Two frame shades, each in mint block of 4 .

(c) As above. Plate 1-1 block of 4, mint ..

(d) As above. Three different plate blocks, all numbered 1-1, with differing flaws on
R16/1 and 16/2 (full annotation included). Incidentally all show the R15/2 frame
flaw, and an attractive range of claret shades ..

(e) As above. Unmounted mint copy with inverted wmk (M13bZ) ..

(f) As above. Mint marginal block of 4, with centre plate R2/6 "strengthening of shading
lines"; Mentioned in Vol. 4 .

£65.00

£17.50

£2.uO

£2.50

£5.00

£2.00

£30.00

£12.50

£15.00

£12.50

£3.00

£5.00

£2.00

£15.00

£6.00

£3.00



(g) As above. Marginal block of 6, including R11/9 frame plate re-entry (MCV 13b(b))

(h) As above. Marginal block of 8 (2 x 4). including R13/7 and 14/7 frame plate flaws
(also mentioned in Vol. 4) .

(j) As above. Marginal block of 4, including R16/5 frame plate re-entry (top frame line
doubled). Mint .

(j) As above. Corner block of 4, including R16/10 centre plate "flaws by neck"mint

(k) As above. Complete set of counter coil pairs, nos 1-19 (MC20). Cat. $142% and
offered at .

(I) As above. Three counter coil pairs (all MC20) - coil no. 8 with broken top and
middle loops; coil no 16 with R16/4 frame flaw ('naked-eye' spot on T of
POSTAGE); and coil no 16 again, with R16/5 re-entry. A most attractive variety
set, all mint ~ .

529(a) 1/· Centre Die 2, Wmk Upright (M 13c). Three mint, lovely shades of the claret
frame (also good contrasts of the brown centres) .

(b) As above. Three mint blocks of 4, in superb contrasts of both the frame and centre.
Delightful ..

(c) As above. Thin and thick papers, mint .

(d) As above. The same thick and thin papers, but in matching plate blocks of 4. Mint

(e) As above. Plate 4-2 block of 4, mint ..

(f) As above. Set of both plate blocks, (3A-2, 4·2) mint .

(g) As above. Mint copy with inverted wmk (M 13cZ) ..

(h) As above. Marginal block of 8, including R10/7 frame plate 2 variety (doubling of
left hand frame) .

(j) As above. During the production of frame plate 2, the transfer roller deteriorated,
and four small breaks in the design occurred. This set of 3 plated mint blocks shows
the first appearance of all 4 breaks, and demonstrates the order in which the plate
was laid down. A philatelically important set, supplied with all details ..

(j) As above. Plate 3A·2 block of 4, the centre plate inadequately inked - this shows
as a near normal brown on the top stamps, progressively deteriorating to pale brown
on the bottom stamps, and the brown '3A' plate number is an almost albino
impression. A lovely block .

(k) As above. Marginal mint pair, one stamp showing large paper fault - a 6%mm piece
of foreign matter is imbedded in the paper (shaped like a mini footprint !!). Most
spectacular .
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£2.50
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1960 PICTORIALS
Breaking a fine collection.

530 Set %cl - £1. Long set of 32, including colour changes, 1d and 3d coil stamps,
extra shade of 1/3d, and all re-issues on chalky paper except the 4d. Fine mint.
Cat. $190+, superb buying at ...............................................................•...................

531 %cl Manuka. Plate block, plus a Chambon perf. block of 6. Mint .

532(a) 1d Karaka. On the original paper, plate and sheet value blocks, and an additional
sheet value block (of 6) with good Chambon perfs; on sideways wmk paper (the
special slot machine issue) a strip of 6; on chalky paper a plate block and a vertical
strip of 3 (both items with Chambon perfs) and a positional block of 9 incl. the
clearly seen retouch on R12/3. 44 stamps, all mint .

(b) As above. Plate block of 12 ( 4 x 3) on original paper, with clear Chambon perfs ....

(c) As above. Page of slot machine items, incl. a wrapper from a roll made up from
sheet stamps, with a strip of 13 stamps attached to show the first butted join (stamps
are on chalky paper), plus a strip of 6 (on original paper) with central butted join.
Also a wrapper (of a different type) from the sideways wmk issue, plus a strip of
13 stamps to show that these reels were joinless. Unusual .

533(a) 2d Kaka Beak. Set of 8 different plate blocks, complete as listed in our Catalogue ..

(b) As above. Block of 6, plate block (of 12), sheet value block (of 10) and red number
coil pair, all with good clear Chambon perfs - the plate block is a particularly fine
example of wide-and-narrow 'teeth' .

(c) As above. Counter coils page, with pairs showing both black and red section
numbers, plus wrapper and centre paper ..

534(a) 2%c1 Titoki. Complete set of 8 plate blocks (of 12 stamps each), incidentally showing
a fine range of both grey and green shades ;..

(b) As above. Block of 4 with vertical perfs misplaced 3mm to the left, resulting in a
striking "imperf vertically" appearance. Unmounted .

(c) As above. Another unmounted block in which the green, red and brown colours are
misplaced upwards, each to a different extent, giving the so-called "fruit salad"
variety. In reality, a spectacular hotch-potch ! .

(d) As above. A different colour shift, affecting the brown colour only, but even more
remarkable in that the misplacement is a massive 7%mm downwards. Again in
unmounted mint block of 4 .

(e) As above. Huge green doctor blade flaw (in a double band 9mm wide) affecting the
lower stamp in a vertical pair, mint unmounted .

(f) As above. Collection of coil items, incl. counter coil pair with wrapper and centre
paper, horiz. strip of 4 with central butted join, and a centre paper with horizontal
strip of 13 attached, showing butt join between stamps 12 and 13 (the latter two
items from a lightning roll?) .

to be continued
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